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APPROXIMATION BY HILL FUNCTIONS II 
Jvo BABUSKA, College Park 
1. Introduction. The problem of the approximation in 
Sobolev spaces by piecewise smooth function plays a very 
important role in applications today. In [11[see also [8]] 
we studied this problem for a special class of approxima-
ting functions. [2] deals with a related problem. 131 stu-
dies the problems very similar to those in [11. There are 
other significant results in this field, see e.g. [4],15], 
and [61 and others. 
Another approach to the approximation problems by pie-
cewise smooth functions is in [7J. 
* Problems of the mentioned type play very important ro-
les in the finite element method. See e.g. [81 - [151 and 
others. 
This paper deals with the problems of approximation 
on less dimensional manifolds and simultaneous approxima-
tion on manifolds of different dimensions. 
These questions are important in the application, in 
finite element methods etc. 
AMS, Primary 41A63, 41A65 Ref. 2.7.518.827, 
Secondary - 7.978.8 
2* Some Notions. Through the entire paper R ^ be the 
m, -dimensional Euclidean space, * m Cx^,..,, x^ ) , 
!#t - .5L, x • and <i* * dxM ... dxm . 
Further let 
K+ - E E . * , ^ > 0 3 , 
&"m, • rELX)X < i r,^0J . 
Let Jl c R ^ be a bounded region and Jl* its boundary. 
We assume that Jl* is an (m-4 ) -dimensional manifold. 
Mostly we will asume that Jl* is infinitely times diffe-
rent iable and we write in this case Jl* m C*0 • 
For jfe >> 0 let JXĴ  m £ C* e Jl j aU,x, JL* ) -c ;h, 3 and 
Jl^ - E t x c J l j cUx.il*) ->**3 , 
where d (x , Jl*) means the distance from <x to Jl# • 
Let L* CJ1) (reap. L, ( R ^ ) ) be the space of square in-
tegrable functions u, on Jl (resp. R ^ ) such that 
Analogously we define L« ̂ R^) • Sometimes we shall write 
L ^ C - D - V ^ f i l ) (reap. LjCX.^ - V ^ C R ^ ) ). 
Let EC.2L) (reap. 6 (K^) ) be the space of all 
infinite times differentiable functions on 31 (resp.R^ ) 
and such that all derivatives are continuously prolongable 
on XL* . 
Furthermore let 3)(Jl) c & ( i L ) (resp. SXR,^) ) be the 
subspace of all functions with compact support in Jl (resp. 
R ^ )• Let Z be an integer X *£ 4 . The Sobolev space 
Wf ( Jl) (resp. V ^ C R ^ ) ) will be the closure of & (JL) 
(resp. S K R ^ ) ) in the norm 1 ••«#!/£* (resp. 
"* 
2 -
, # Ч~ov > w h e г e 
.3 VU 
--^-ì^лч - JÉ._. . l - ,*-* l i * /«< 
wjfЛ) 0*1*1*/ -ía,í-a.) 
where 
oc^ fc 0 , im4f...,nf i<* * - ^ <*4 • 
(Quite analogoualy we define II • II ^4, .^ . . ) 
Let # f CH) c WfCfL) be the cloaure of £>CJ1) 
(reep. i D C R ^ ) ) . Let £e & C XL ) 9 then f* be a function 
defined on XL* euch that for x m SL* we have £*(x) m £(x) . 
Later we s h a l l a lso use t h i s notation i f f e Wf C SL ) and 
f* may be defined on &* in a sense of t r a c e s . 
Let now JO! « C*> and l e t y^ € 3>CK^) f f j ^ J s O , 
^ « 4 ; Mt , )> be a system of functions such that 
, 2 . vTj * \ on ii.* • 
•v mA T * 
Further let there be a ay3tem of local coordinatea x « , 
i ** 4f ... fm> f /6 * 4f...f a> and Cm.-4)-dimensional do-
mains J^ c R ^ , 3^ C C * and functions gp^ defined on 
J^ such that there ia one to one infinitely times diffe-
rentiator mapping JĴ  of 3^ such that ^ C J ^ ) «* -&*, 
where 
and so that 
E £ * c iT j 1 J ^ U ) > OJ c 
with H > 0 . 
It is easy to see that such a system of functions 
¥+ t 9V a n d domains J± really exists. 
Let £ be defined on il# , Then the function i^m y^ £ m 0 
everywhere outside of XL^ , 
Therefore the function 1^ (j^ («x ) ) is defined on Ĵ  
and has compact support. 
Let us introduce the Sobolev space on il* . Let Z be 
an integer JL £ 0 . The Sobolev space W^ (il* ) with the 
norm I • !*,£,«.% ia the space of all functions £ defi-ne (A / 
ned on il! and auch that 
We defined the Sobolev space Wf ( il*) for Z & 0, JL in-
tegral. For Z negative, Z integral we shall define the 
space as a dual one, namely for Z *- 0 
W:*CST) m ctyfcir))1 . 
More about that see Il?J, p.35. 
We have introduced the Sobolev spaces with integral de-
rivatives. It is possible to show that tne norm %*\^tfm « 
WA
 £ 1W 
may be introduced in terms of Fourier transform also (up to 
equivalency). For il with il* m C°* land R^l we may 
construct Hilbert scales and get spaces with fractional de-
rivatives. See tl?l and [181. 
The norms of these interpolated spaces W^ ( il) , 
Yf^ ( il* ), W^ C H ^ ) are equivalent with Aronszajn-Slobo-
detskij norm. See e.g.H83« E.g. for 0 -* o& ** Lecl * & , 
0 < if < 1 and I ec 1 integral we may define 
(2-1} l«'lJSfciu - " " C ^ a u
 + .Sua '^^CftiM 
where 
- 4 -
(2'2) , * t y a u - / / <t-«)«"-» ^ ** ' 
Analogously to (2.1) and (2.2) we may define the norm 
'* ^W*(1L0) wn*cn is equivalent with the interpolated norm. 
By interpolation we may define also W*(Sl)f 0 * oo 
for oc non-integral. We have to underline here that for 
oc, • integer -¥ -y the space W£ (SL) , obtained by in-
terpolation for oc integral is not an equivalent one with 
the closure of 2) (II) in the norm (2.1). More about that 
see [!¥]• 
Let us state now a lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Z, Jk< be real, \l\ m L, M*l «*L, L < co 
Then there exist operators A- , 0 < ^ < 4 which map 
W*>(SL') into W**(SLm) so that 1} 
2 -* 
2.3) l A ^ f l ^ . , * C I I I ^ ^ A - ' 4 
where 
(2.4) <«, m mim, 10, t - M, 1 
and for .it m\ JL 
1-H (2.5) I £ - AKl l ^ ( A . , * 11 i lw*< A., * 
and C does not depend on J* and f (may depend on L 
and JQ. )• 
Proof. Because of our definition of Mf~ (jflL*) with 
£^(^ %(#)) having compact support in 3^ $ it is enough 
to show the existence of such an operator which maps 
1) Through the paper C is a generic constant with diffe-
rent values on different places. 
5 -
** (&.u-f * int0 ^ a ^ ^ / ^ M * .» which has the proper-
ties (2.3) - (2.5) and furthermore is such that if f has 
compact support & f then Aj^i has a support & , 
where 
5 ^ c E L a c H ^ * <£(*,S> * &M,1 
and d C x , S ) is the distance of x to S and A does not 
depend on M/ and f , 
Using the technique of Fourier transform such an ope-
rator may be easily constructed. 
The operator has a form of a convolution and its properties 
may be checked up the same way as in Part 1 of the proof 
of the theorem 4.1 in £13. 
A notion which plays a basic role is a (i , Jlt)-regular 
system T^^(K^) , where 0<*M,**4,t2zM2tO. 
A one parametric system of functions <$, e 7CJ' CH^) 
defined for every 0 -c Jh, -c i is called a (i 9 M)-regu-
lar system (i 2. M 2 0 ) if and only if 
(1) *£**<*„> c Wf (R^) , 
* 
(2) if I € W ^ C K ^ ) then there exists <%, e 
e rff*^*) such that for any 0 * A> & M> 4k I 
(2.6) *9^- f B^CR > ^ C ^ ' ^ w ^ v * 
where 
pu m tmJun* ( X — to 9 t — to ) 
and C does not depend on to9 M* and £ . 
(3) If i 6 W^dflL^) has compact support -5 then 9*. 
in (2.6) has compact support B , 
- 6 
6<MmZLx€ R^ j cL(x,$) 6 JLAvl 
where X does not depend on h, and £ (depends only on 
H,Z ) . 
The notion of Ct., Jte)-regular ayatem H£f C-R^) is a 
generalization of the system of the hill functions intro-
duced in rn • 
± QL 
In 113 we defined the system If)^ (X^) as the totality 
of all the functions of the form 
where j(t m (^%... f^^)f ty integral anda>£C#)€ W^CH^) 
are fixed functions with compact support. 
In CI] we have studied sufficient conditions for 
cJ>i Cx) such that the system (2.6) be(t M)-regular. 
3» Approximation by Hill Functions on £L and XI* . 
We studied in 113 the approximation problems by Hill func-
tions in the case that H *• R.^ • 
In this § we shall study the case if St is a bounded 
domain and jQ.* m C*° . 
First let us state a theorem about approximation on JL * 
Theorem 3.1. Let Jm W^Cil) ., I & 0 and let 0 * 
& A .£ I , JT a t*° .. Then for Jk & fr there exists 
9r € ^Z'^c *vfc * aacn that 
(3.11 * * - * » w * c i l ) *
 C * ^ , f l ^ C A ) 
where 
(3.2) («, » /mitv (£->*-,t~.*) 
- 7 -
and C does not depend on H and f -
Proof. The proof follows immediately by the application 
of the well known continuation theorem. See e.g. L1D3. By 
this theorem there exists a function F e W* CL^ ) such 
that P « £ on il and J F H ^ - . -* CI £ Iw£ CJQL> where C 
does not depend on £ • 
Using the basic property of (t - to,) -regularity there exists 
9, « *&£** C X ^ ) such that 
•**-"*<«„> * c * * , F , i / i . w * c * - * , £ , ^ c 4 u • 
By restriction to JO. we obtain our theorem. 
Remark. Everywhere we assume that il# * C** • 
Because the continuation theorem**is valid for Lipschits do-
main theorem 3.1 holds in the general case when il is a 
Lipschitz domain. 
The theorem 3.1 solves the problem of the approximation 
on jQ. . Let us prove a theorem dealing with the approxima-
tion on the boundary H* . 
Theorem 3.2. Let £ ft w/ C XL* ) , I * 0 and let 0 -* 
A i 
* A> A Z . Then for t * * +? , jfe fe * + 4r there exists 
4..* *£*£*>*,) such that 
(3.3) **-+****(&) *C^',4Ar*<A> 
where 
(3.4) fL m rrrwn iJL ~A>, t - 4> - -j ) 
and C does not depend on to, and f' . 
Proof. Using the "inverse" embedding theorem (see 
e.g. Clf3 or C191) there exists P ft Hf**^ CX^) aucb 
- 8 -
that ?' - i and 
where C does not depend on f . Therefore there exists 
(^.m l£H £ R,,,,) such that 
IP-9- ln^lc .w ** & ** , P , i . '**4c .w * 
* CVI*Iwx<A., 
and 
<a- *• mis* (Z-/*,t-A-*j ) « 
Applying the embedding theorem we have 
•f - 9* -w* a w - »P* - 9* «** <*•> * 
*c,p-«-Vf-'-w " Cjri<,^^> 
and the theorem is completely proved. 
Remarks. (1) Obviously we do not need Jtl* € C°° , but 
we need that il* be sufficiently smooth. 
(2) Comparing Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3*2, especially 
A 
the expressions (3*2) arid (3.4) > we see that we lost -r 
in the second term and we need in Theorem 3.2 larger regu-
larity functions than in Theorem 3.1. 
So far it is not clear whether this situation occurs 
because of the way we prove it or whether this is necessary 
for the theorem itself. The first term in (3*2) and (3*4) 
is an optimal one. It follows in general by applying the 
theory of the /n,-width or in special case by Theorem 4.2 
in [13. 
(3) In Theorem 3.2 we did assume that JL *» 0 and 
to > 0 . In Theorem 1.1 we assumed i 2 0, A i 0 . The 
9 .-
assumption JL > Q f fa > 0 stems from using the embed-
ding theorem. 
This theorem does not hold for X » 0 or fa m 0 (aee e.g. 
Theorem 9.5 tl¥3). Perhaps the theorem holds for JL at 0 
(reap. fa m 0 ). 
*• Simultaneous Approximation on SL and SL* . Using 
the results of the § 3 we may approximate the functions 
£ e W^ (SL) (reap. £ e W* ( SL*) ) by 9. c *#'* C Jl^ ) 
(reap. 9/ )• 
In applications another problem plays an important ro-
le. It is the problem of simultaneous approximation on. -CL 
and il* . 
Let us introduce the space W*'m(SL) c W* (SL) with 
the norm 
,fliţ«»*Чû> " ttf l,w*(д> + **'* Ч/£*CSĽ) 
Obviously using the embedding theorem we aee that for <rru -6 
4 t ~j we have I £ »*J,**,^ -* C II £ IJ wJt (£k) and 
hence w / ' ^ f i l ) « W/cil) . 
I f m - ^ X - 4 then the apace wf$m'(JL) is smaller 
than the space W* (SL) • 
The problem of the simultaneous approximation with a 
weight % is the problem to find fju such that for every 
£ % W^C SL) there exists 9, c Hfc* (%.„) such that 
and C does not depend on £ and M, , 
-10 
The most important case in applications is the case of 
*z *> 0 . 
As introduction let us prove a theorem which was in 
fact proved in [131. 
Theorem 4.1. Let i e Yf* C SI) , Ji 25 A * Then for 
Jfc2H,t2:'4 and *r 4 t - ~ - E , tr *JL-~-Z, Z*>0 
arbitrary, there exists <fr e Wj£ (R./n>) such that 
(4.D B--9-VVA) + *r*» ,-»?««ff.a., * 
L^l - C A Г U I ^ 
where 
(4.2) p m mUm,(.JL-4,t-49Jl-j-l-t;,t- ±- t - v ) 
and C doe8 not depend on £ and Jh, (generally depends 
on £ )• 
£ £ 4 
Proofs Obviously, f e W**~*. CSl) . There exists 
^ e ̂ J^** <*„*). s u c h t h a t (see Theorem 3.1) 
and 
ft. » /nw>v (JÍ -/», t -*) . 
I Using /* m 4 and ,*>.•— + 6 , L > 0 and the imbedding 
theorem we get 
""«- * «W«C4tt+ * r " 1 1 ' - *''<«.•) * 
* c c JIT* • j f ^hT - J i f i ^ ^ , 
where 
rtд, « /*u*t< (<£-»49t«---4) , 
11 
(L% m /mim,(t- j - B , t- j - B ) • 
Theorem 4.1 will not change if inatead f e Wa CSL) we 
have f e W^CXL) with rm, => ̂  - -| . 
Intuitively it ia poaaible to see that perhapa the re-
ault ia too restrictive because of simplicity of.the proof* 
Let us ahow that we may really get much better results. 
Theorem 4*2* . U t f c V / ( I L ) . J t f c * - f c O . I , 
/6 integral* Then for Jk, £ /&, i £ /o there exists 
cy « ^ ' ^ f c ^ ) suc]tt that & ** 0 and auch that 
where 
<c*> «. mwtV-a C X - ^ , t - ^ ) * 
Proof*(1) Let <p(x), X e SL be the distance of the 
point x to the boundary Jl* • Becauae Jl* € C6* the func-
tion pC»tf) has all derivatives in the neighborhood of il* . 
Let <f Cx) , x 6 Jl. , 0 -6 *X be a function with all de-
rivatives and such that 
iy (x) m 4 for 0 & X & A , 
t|fC*) m 0 for x m\ 1 . 
Such a function obviously ex is ts . Let further denote 
^C*x) at if C-jrO a n d l e t Sfc/** •* %f^f ^ * ^ • T h e f u n c ~ 
tion 9 ^ C # ) i s defined on XL and CxCx) m A oa JL** , 
and gj^C*) » 0 on SL%J^ 
Further for aufficiently amall Jh, the function Ofe, has all 
derivatives and i D y q^ I -6 j-m C • 
(2) Let 4 « W ^ C JX) . Denote f^- £ 9*,C*) . 
- 12 -
Let us show that for I * * 2. 0, I t ^ ^ m CJti* Hl^g^. 
Because S£ e C00 , using partition of unity and local trans-
formation of Jl* to a plane, we may restrict ourselves to 
proving the following special estimate. 
Let f c C^CiK^), i * 0 on R ^ and let f have compact 
support. 
Let q^(x) ss tf^(x) and f^ « f qp^ . 
Let us show that for Jb 3fc /* 2fe 0 
<*' 3 ) " H 1 * * ^ - 6*^"«VflW) ' 
In fact because ^ (**)»«- 0 -for X^ «-* 2 Jh/ we have 
f^Cx)- 0 for ^ 2: 2JK> . 
On the other hand we have 
At* ... a*** ' H% 
Therefore to prove (4.3) it ia sufficient to show that 
writing * U ) ' a^. . . *«*> we have5?TAp7 - - ^ 
Obviously we have (}, m 0 identically on 3t~ . 
Therefore we may write 
Using now the Hardy inequality (see Theorem 3.29 of [21J we 
Cti 
13 -
M" &" %** «/•# v\ 
/<?Cx)ctx^r<fCoc)dxn.*cJ C2Jh,-x^)
%U-*' 
Therefore (4.3) is proved. 
(3) In '2) we proved that every function £ € w£(SL) 
can be written in the form 
* - £ M
 + £H,2 
where 
11 £ M "wiou * ̂ "n/ao » 
" V ^ C A ) *clf,iv«c-u 
and S^ - 0 on A',, , 
B W « - > *CH**,f,.tfuo 
and H > 0 is an arbitrary number. 
Choosing H « rf- 4v for a proper oc and using the basic 
property of the (t,4t) -regularity we may find 9, c tft'^K^), 
$> « 0 on JV and 
such that 
tt*-V-Vci» * ^" . • . . . ' i t fC-M 
where 
Therefore we get 
1V " £ V"-> * C ̂ ' * "wf <~-> 
and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.2 may be easily rewritten for Jif A noninte-
gral. 
- 14 -
Theorem 4.3. Let £ m $* ( H ) , I 2 * 2r 0 . Further 
let >fc* be the smallest integer such that /£*&/&. Then for 
Jk, 2 >&* and t & ,V* there exists ty>m f£ (K^ ) such 
that o! • 0 and such that 
where 
ĉt m mlfvv (JL» /ft>, t - /to ) . 
The proof fo l lows immediately from the wel l known i n -
terpolat ion theorems. 
A 
Let us remark that for Z = integral •+• -r- the space 
• 0 i 
W * ( i l ) should be understood in a.proper way. See § 2 . 
Theorem 4 . 4 . Let £ e W/C A ) , i l # C C*° , £ in tegra l 
and such that ~1 ^ mi 0 on JT for £ « 0 ,4 , . . . , #, .^X-1 • 
A 
Then for t 2E >t and /to>tf- i--- + / t , * £ $ > 2? 0 , # . » . 0 , 




with £ >• 0 arbitrary and C C e ) does not depend on -Jv 
and f 
Proof. Let us define functions £ £ , & m 0fAf...f JL-4 
defined on Jl* such that 
1) f . f . t need not be integral. 
- 15 
(4.12) %i m &^i , > - 094,...9L-4 . 
By assumption we have (fo m ̂  m, ... at £^ •» 0 « 
Let 4*. * W* C SL) be such that 
For the existence of such a function see e.g. 1191. 
Obviously the function AJU may be written in a form of 
a sum namely 
J-* 
(4.13) M> • . <E 4 W 
where 
4V,, . o 
and 
- 5 ^ - - * * ^ < . • * - * + ' *•"< • 
with 
#A * • 4 for <£> ш 4, 
• 0 for £ + * , 
Because of the embedding theorem we have 
(4.145 I ^ l ^ - J t a . , * C l l l w i C J M . 
Further using the basic theorem about the regularity of the 
solution (see [!?), p.203) we obtain 
(4.15) i * 4 *w»ia) * c t <a i ^ - * 4 (ja., 
for arbitrary b • 
16 -
Let us remark that ~ x — j * - » 0 on XL for <& » 
-0 ,4 , . . . , rt> and i « / t + 4»-"# ^ - ^ * 
In § 2 we introduced the operator Au . Let us denote 
( 4 ' 1 6 ) 4i,H - A H ** 
and l e t JUL, • u be an analogous function to the function 
ii^ applying ^ H instead £4, . Using Lemma 2.1 and 
(4.15) for t as yfr-i - i we get 
(4.17) - 4 * 4 - ^ 1 ^ ^ -- CH * I (JU «-^<lf t.) 
and for t A/t>-i - - i we obtain 
(4.18).1 « * * . , , l ^ a a -- CH*-'*"-4-^ l » i l ^ ( i w • 
Using (4.14) we obtain for £, j£ 0 
(4.19) 1 ^ - 4 4 ^ 1 ^ 0 0 * C H 1 4 " - - * " ' - * ' - - " - - £ „ , -
- C H ^ I # I W £ C A ) . 
For ^ 2 i we obtain 
(4.20) 1 u.^ y ( n ) * e n - * " * ' i f y f i U . 
Hence for m £ JL 
(4'21) ' - A A H V - ) * M^lil^^ -
Denoting tr » i t - 2 xt-. ., • then we have ---*- m 0 
on H for £ « 0, 4,.-> /t . 
It is easy to see that i - AJU e Vf*0 C H ) . 
We may write 
- 17 -
(4.22) imt-U+/V+2Ldl!ju * 
H. + 4 *>f* 
There exist <y, m flf^CX^) /9 * P
 8UCn t n a t f o r 
where 
(4.23) (W.4 - mim* (z. - p > * - p > • 
Because —•• *|W -. 0 on IT for £ » 09...7 H, , we have 
for * > t* + ̂  + •£ , ^ s 0,..., >t 
where 
(4.25) »e - /mi^(«-.^-.i--^, t - « - ^ - ^ ) - e , 
£, > 0 arbitrary. 
Let us take now x m t & Z (Remark that we did 
not fix the value of X •) 
Under this assumption we have 
(4.26) lS^-j£*4,»Vw * 
u'27) ' Is? •% to Vac) « 
Using the theorem 4.2 we may find a^% Iff^CTL ) * u c n t n a t 
Sir m 
and f or д> > t? + ~ + ^ 
18 
(j3 • 0 in IVj^ and 
(4.28) l » 3 g - C * - - a . ) | | w f C i a -* 
and obviously 
U-29) "-^S-'vcw"0' 4"° * ' 
Further using (4.21) we have 
(4.30) I r l ^ * C H ^ « f l w i £ A > 
and , 
cm* 
Let us take H » Jh>* • Then 
H-ci-w^i-f . ^ f ^ t - , . ^ t d - o ^ t - - . # 
Therefore denoting 
£-4 
* - * £ • < «* •** *» 
we have 
(4.31) I f - f l q f u , % | f c * " * * « T c f r ty-*') * 
where 
(4.32) ^ - mwivCflt̂  C t - f ) , t C 4 - * > + « t A - f # 
t C 4 - o t ) + o c A - - t f - i - 6 3 , £ > 0 arbitrary. 
Denoting 
(4.33) ^ - mvo* Cp, <tf 4- - + 6T ) 
19 
«« get by optima 1 choice of oc-
(4.3+) 
t -f 
Theorem 4.4 assumes that XL has a smooth boundary. 
It is not clear whether the theorem holds for domains .which 
are not sufficiently smooth. Certainly we do not need 
SX* m C°° but a sufficient smoothness of the boundary is 
necessary for the proof. 
Different situation occurs in Theorem 4.2 where the 
assumption about smoothness of -CL* may be much weaker. 
In Theorem 4.4 we have assumed that - . • m 0 on Jlf # 
Combining the results of Theorem 4.4 with the results of 
§ 3 we obviously obtain the general case. 
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